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IMPROVEMENT RECOMMENDATION SUMMARY

The following is a synopsis of the potentially significant improvements that should be budgeted 
for over the short term. Other significant improvements, outside the scope of this inspection, may 
also be necessary. Please refer to the body of this report for further details on these and other 
recommendations.

Roofing System
RECOMMENDATIONS / OBSERVATIONS

1: Repair: Open gaps were observed between the shingles and roof flashing connection(s) at 
the base of the chimney. I recommend the advice and service of a licensed contractor or 
technician. If patching is unsuccessful, replacement may be necessary to stop leaks.

2: Repair: Typical cracks were observed in the masonry chimney cap. They should be properly 
sealed to prevent further cracking/damage.

3: Repair, Safety Issue: A vermin screen should be installed on the metal chimney cap to avoid 
possible flue blockage.

Exterior Components
RECOMMENDATIONS / OBSERVATIONS
4: Repair: Ground contact at the base of the siding should be eliminated (observed at north side of 
carport storage room). Rotted or damaged material that is uncovered should be repaired. These 
areas are at risk of hidden damage.

5: Improve, Deferred Cost: The wooden decking and railings are showing signs of noticeable wear 
and could be cleaned and stained/painted to improve durability.

Electrical System
RECOMMENDATIONS / OBSERVATIONS
6: Improve: There is insufficient clearance in front of the electrical service panel near the water 
heater. Typically, there should be at least 3 feet of clearance in front of this panel. Further 
investigation and/or repair by a licensed electrician is recommended.

7: Repair, Safety Issue: Wiring exposed at the exterior (at back side near a/c unit) should be 
relocated or protected by a rigid conduit.

8: Repair: An outlet at the east wall of the southeast guest bedroom has reversed polarity (i.e. it is 
wired backwards). This outlet and the circuit should be investigated and repaired as necessary.

9: Repair: An ungrounded 3-prong outlet at the carport should be repaired. In some cases 
a ground wire may be present in the electrical box and simply needs to be connected.

10: Improve: The installation of ground fault circuit interrupter (GFCI) devices is recommended on 
exterior, carport storage room, bathroom and some kitchen outlets as they offer increased 
protection from shock or electrocution.
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Heating System
RECOMMENDATIONS / OBSERVATIONS

11: Major Concern, Deferred Cost, Monitor: Given the age of the furnace (approx. 40+ years), 
it may be near the end of its useful life. You should reserve funds to be ready to purchase a new 
furnace.

Cooling / Heat Pump Systems
RECOMMENDATIONS / OBSERVATIONS

12: Deferred Cost, Monitor: As is not uncommon for homes of this age and location, the air 
conditioning system is old (e.g. approx. 21-23 years). It will require a higher level of maintenance 
and may be more prone to major component breakdown. Predicting the frequency or time frame 
for repairs on any mechanical device is virtually impossible. If the compressor fails, or if 
breakdowns become chronic, replacing the entire system may be more cost-effective than 
continuing to undertake repairs.

Insulation / Ventilation
RECOMMENDATIONS / OBSERVATIONS

13: Repair: Missing or displaced attic insulation should be replaced as needed (i.e. small area 
near utility room).

14: Improve: No exhaust fan was present in either bathroom. Improvement may be desired.

Plumbing System
RECOMMENDATIONS / OBSERVATIONS
15: Repair: There is no discharge piping serving the Temperature and Pressure Relief (TPR) 
Valve for the water heater. Typically, it should terminate not less than 6 inches or more than 24 
inches above the floor.

16: Repair: As the static water pressure of the supply plumbing system exceeds 80 pounds per 
square inch (psi), it would be wise to adjust the pressure regulator. Otherwise, the plumbing 
system may be prone to leaks in piping, fittings or other equipment.

17: Repair: The toilet in the main bathroom is loose at the floor connection.

18: Repair: The hose bib at the back side showed evidence of corrosion and previous leakage. 
Repair or replacement as needed is recommended.
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Introduction

My report is designed to be clear, easy to understand, and helpful. Please take the time to review 
it carefully. If there is anything you would like me to explain, or if there is other information you 
would like, please feel free to give me a call. I would be happy to answer any questions you may 
have.

I have inspected the major structural components and mechanical systems for signs of significant 
non- performance, excessive or unusual wear and general state of repair.  The following report is 
an overview of the conditions observed.

In the report, there may be specific references to areas and items that were inaccessible. I can 
make no representations regarding conditions that may be present but were concealed or 
inaccessible for review. With access and an opportunity for inspection, reportable conditions may 
be discovered. Inspection of the inaccessible areas will be performed upon arrangement and at 
additional cost after access is provided.

I do not review plans, permits, recall lists, and/or government or local municipality documents. 
Information regarding recalled appliances, fixtures and any other items in this property can be 
found on the Consumer Product Safety website. These items may be present but are not 
reviewed.

My recommendations are not intended as criticisms of the building, but as professional opinions 
regarding conditions present. As a courtesy, I may list items that I feel have priority in the 
Executive Summary portion of the report. Although the items listed in this section may be of higher 
priority in my opinion, it is ultimately the client's responsibility to review the entire report. If the 
client has questions regarding any of the items listed, please contact me for further consultation.

Lower priority conditions contained in the body of the report that are neglected may become 
higher priority conditions. Do not equate low cost with low priority. Cost should not be the primary 
motivation for performing repairs. All repair and upgrade recommendations are important and 
should be addressed.

This report is a "snapshot" of the property on the date of the inspection. The structure and all 
related components will continue to deteriorate/wear out with time and may not be in the same 
condition at the close of escrow.

Anywhere in the report that I recommend further review, it is strongly recommended that this be 
done PRIOR TO THE CLOSE OF ESCROW. This report is not intended for use by anyone other 
than the client named herein. No other persons should rely upon the information in this report. 
Client agrees to indemnify, defend and hold inspector harmless from any third party claims arising 
out of clients or realtors unauthorized distribution of the inspection report.

By accepting this inspection report, you acknowledge that you have reviewed and are in 
agreement with all of the terms contained in the inspection agreement contract provided for this 
report.
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Report Overview

THE HOUSE IN PERSPECTIVE
This is an average quality home for its age. Some systems are aging and will require updating 
soon. The repairs recommended in this report are somewhat common for a home of this age and 
type. All homes require maintenance, occasional repairs, and occasional system improvements.

CONVENTIONS USED IN THIS REPORT 
For your convenience, the following conventions have been used in this report.

Major Concern: a system or component which is considered significantly deficient or is unsafe. 
Significant deficiencies need to be corrected and, except for some safety items, are likely to 
involve significant expense.

Safety Issue: denotes a condition that is unsafe and in need of prompt attention.

Repair: denotes a system or component which is missing or which needs corrective action to 
assure proper and reliable function.

Improve: denotes improvements which are recommended but not required.

Monitor: denotes a system or component needing further investigation and/or monitoring in order 
to determine if repairs are necessary.

Deferred Cost: denotes items that have reached or are reaching their normal life expectancy or 
show indications that they may require repair or replacement anytime during the next five (5) 
years.

Please note that those observations listed under "Discretionary Improvements" are not 
essential repairs, but represent logical long-term improvements.

Throughout the report, you'll also find special symbols at the front of certain comments. This is 
added for emphasis of some items. Below are the symbols and their meanings:

 =  Dangerous condition that should be corrected as soon as possible.

 =  Potentially serious issue that should be addressed.

 =  Notable condition that should be closely monitored.

http://www.ahib.org/2015Rules.pdf
http://www.nachi.org/sop.htm
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THE SCOPE OF THE INSPECTION
All components designated for inspection in the Arkansas Standards of Practice & InterNACHI 
Standards of Practice are inspected, except as may be noted in the "Description or Limitations of 
Inspection" sections. A copy of the standards can be viewed at http://www.ahib.org/2015Rules.pdf 
or http://www.nachi.org/sop.htm.

Please read this entire report. It is the goal of the inspection to put a homebuyer in a better 
position to make a buying decision. Not all improvements will be identified during this inspection. 
Unexpected repairs should still be anticipated. The inspection should not be considered a 
guarantee or warranty of any kind.

This inspection is visual only. A representative sample of building components are viewed in 
areas that are accessible at the time of inspection. No destructive testing or dismantling of 
building components is performed and a technically exhaustive evaluation of the 
systems/components is beyond the scope of this inspection.

Please refer to the pre-inspection contract for a full explanation of the scope of the inspection.

DIRECTION OF HOME
For the purpose of this report, it is assumed that the house faces east.

WEATHER CONDITIONS
Dry and wet weather conditions prevailed at the time of the inspection.

The estimated outside temperature was 45 - 50 degrees F.

Occasional rain has been experienced in the days leading up to the inspection.

Structural Components

FOUNDATION
Poured Concrete (not fully visible)
Slab On Grade
90% Of Foundation Was Not Visible

COLUMNS
Not Visible

FLOOR STRUCTURE
Not Visible

WALL STRUCTURE
Not Visible

CEILING STRUCTURE
Bottom of Trusses (covered with insulation)

http://www.ahib.org/2015Rules.pdf
http://www.nachi.org/sop.htm
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Not Visible
Viewed from Within Attic (access at carport)

ROOF STRUCTURE
Trusses
Plywood Sheathing
Portions of Attic were Viewed from a Distance

STRUCTURAL COMMENTS
Positive Attributes
The inspection did not discover indications of substantial structural movement and no major 
defects were observed in the accessible structural components of the house.

General Comments
No significant repair to structural components appears to be necessary at this time.

��������������������������������������������������������������������Attic Photos

Roof structure over carport Roof structure near middle

Roof structure near middle Roof structure at south end
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RECOMMENDATIONS / OBSERVATIONS
Roof

Front slope over carport Back slope over carport

Front slope Back slope
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Monitor: Some areas of the roof appeared to have minor sagging/unevenness. This condition is 
common in many homes. No corrective measures appear to be necessary at present.

Monitor: Stains on the roof sheathing were observed as indications of prior roof leaks (e.g. 
back section near plumbing vent). This did not appear to be wet at the time of inspection and the 
roof flashing above this location was in good condition.

LIMITATIONS OF STRUCTURAL COMPONENT INSPECTION
As described in the inspection contract, this is a visual inspection only. The inspection of the 
structure was limited by (but not restricted to) the following conditions: 
�
-  Structural components concealed behind finish services (or covered by insulation) could not be 
inspected.

-  Proper fastening of the floor structure to the foundation walls may not be confirmed with a 
visual inspection.

-  Only a representative sample of visible structural components was inspected.

Minor sagging at northwest section

Staining near plumbing vent
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-  Furniture and/or storage restricted access to some structural components which may not be 
inspected.

-  Engineering or architectural services such as calculation of structural capacities, adequacy, or 
integrity are not part of a home inspection.

Please also refer to the pre-inspection contract(s) for a detailed explanation of the scope of this 
inspection.

Roofing System

ROOF COVERING
Asphalt Shingle

ROOF FLASHING
Metal
Not Visible

CHIMNEYS
Masonry

ROOF DRAINAGE SYSTEM
Aluminum (near back deck only)

SKYLIGHTS
None

OTHER ROOF PENETRATIONS
Plumbing Vents
Roof Vents/Fans

METHOD OF INSPECTION
Walked On Roof

ROOFING COMMENTS
Positive Attributes
The roof coverings appeared to be in generally good condition.

A drip edge flashing has been installed around the perimeter of the roof (where visible). This 
flashing also helps protect the roof sheathing from damage at the eave.

General Comments
Minor improvements or repairs are recommended in some areas.
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������������������������������������������������������������������Roofing Photos

Front, southeast section Front slope

Front slope Front, northeast section

Back, northwest section Back slope
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Back slope Back, southwest section

Top of ridge (from south end) Top of ridge (from north end)
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�

RECOMMENDATIONS / OBSERVATIONS
Sloped Roofing
Repair: Nail heads are exposed at the roof ridge cap in some locations. Although a common 
condition, they should be sealed to reduce the risk of leaks.

Flashings

Chimney Chimney

Exposed nail heads
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Repair: Open gaps were observed between the shingles and roof flashing connection(s) at the 
base of the chimney. I recommend the advice and service of a licensed contractor or technician. If 
patching is unsuccessful, replacement may be necessary to stop leaks.

Back side of chimney South side of chimney

Back side of chimney North side of chimney
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Repair: The roof flashing at the back side is rusting. It should be painted to extend its life.

Repair: Nail heads are exposed at the roof flashing at the back side. They should be sealed to 
reduce the risk of leaks.

Chimneys
Repair: Typical cracks were observed in the masonry chimney cap. They should be properly 
sealed to prevent further cracking/damage.

Rusting at flashing

Exposed nail heads Exposed nail heads
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Monitor, Repair: The masonry chimney cap is nonprofessional (i.e. cemented/mortar chimney cap 
instead of solid concrete cap with proper overhang). Although somewhat common in this area, 
annual inspections and maintenance will be critical to the longevity and/or performance of the 
chimney cap.

Repair, Safety Issue: A vermin screen should be installed on the metal chimney cap to avoid 
possible flue blockage.

Gutters & Downspouts
Repair: It is recommended that gutters and downspouts be installed around the home to avoid 
spilling roof runoff around the building - a potential source of water entry or water damage.

LIMITATIONS OF ROOF SYSTEM INSPECTION
As described in the inspection contract, this is a visual inspection only. The inspection of the 
roofing was limited by (but not restricted to) the following conditions:
�
-  Not all of the underside of the roof sheathing is inspected for evidence of leaks.

-  Evidence of prior leaks may be disguised by interior finishes.

-  Portions of the roof perimeter that are not visible (covered by gutters) could not be fully 
inspected.

-  Estimates of remaining roof life are approximations only and do not preclude the possibility of 
leakage. Leakage can develop at any time and may depend on rain intensity, wind direction, ice 
build up and other factors.

-  Antenna, chimney/flue interiors which are not readily accessible are not inspected and could 
require repair.

-  Roof inspection may be limited by access, condition, weather, or other safety concerns.

Top of chimney
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-  The discharge location of subterranean gutter drains may be concealed from view and not 
confirmed with a visual inspection.

Please also refer to the pre-inspection contract(s) for a detailed explanation of the scope of this 
inspection.

Exterior Components

WALL COVERING/FLASHING
Vinyl Siding
Stone

EAVES, SOFFITS AND FASCIAS
Wood (at carport ceiling)
Vinyl
Metal

EXTERIOR DOORS
Metal
Solid Wood
Hollow Wood
Storm Door

WINDOW/DOOR FRAMES AND TRIM
Wood
Metal-Covered

ENTRY DRIVEWAYS
Concrete (typical cracks)

ENTRY WALKWAYS AND PATIOS
Concrete

PORCH, DECK, STEPS, RAILINGS
Wood

OVERHEAD GARAGE DOOR(S)
None

SURFACE DRAINAGE
Relatively Level Grade

RETAINING WALLS
None
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FENCING
Chain Link (this lot or neighbors?)

EXTERIOR COMMENTS 
Positive Attributes
The exterior of the home was generally in satisfactory condition (some exceptions).

The stonework and vinyl siding that has been installed on the house is relatively low maintenance.

Window frames are clad, for the most part, with a low maintenance material.

The vinyl/metal soffits and fascia are also a low-maintenance feature of the exterior of the home.

General Comments
The exterior of the home showed normal wear and tear for a home of this age. Typical 
improvement/repairs are recommended in some areas.

RECOMMENDATIONS / OBSERVATIONS
Improve: A small open space in the vinyl siding should be covered or sealed to reduce the risk of 
pest activity or damage (e.g. back side to right of door).

Repair: Small openings between the vinyl siding and stonework should be properly caulked or 
sealed to prevent water damage (observed at front side).

Small openings Small openings
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Repair: Ground contact at the base of the siding should be eliminated (observed at north side of 
carport storage room). Rotted or damaged material that is uncovered should be repaired. These 
areas are at risk of hidden damage.

Monitor, Improve: The exterior wall trim/sill at the front side did not appear to be sloped to allow for 
proper drainage. Improvement as needed is recommended.

Ground contact at siding Inside of storage room near ground contact

Negative slope at trim/ledge
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Repair: Any loose pieces of fascia at the northwest and southwest corners should be properly 
secured to the eave.

Repair: Small openings in the soffit (i.e. at back roof eave) should be covered or sealed to reduce 
the risk of pest intrusion or damage.

Repair: The exterior door to the carport utility room is damaged at the bottom. Repair or 
replacement can be undertaken as desired.

Improve: The installation of deadbolt locks at all of the exterior doors is recommended.

Repair: A missing exterior door threshold (at front entrance) was noted. Replacement is 
recommended.

Monitor: Some portions of the deck have been built at grade level. This configuration is prone to rot 
and insect activity.

Improve, Deferred Cost: The wooden decking and railings are showing signs of noticeable wear 
and could be cleaned and stained/painted to improve durability.

Openings in fascia

Openings in soffit Openings in soffit
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Repair, Safety Issue: The openings in the deck railings are large enough to allow a child to fall 
through. It is recommended that this be corrected for improved child safety.

Improve: Cracks in the concrete driveway should be properly sealed to prevent further cracking 
and/or deterioration.

Repair: Foliage growing on exterior walls at the front and northwest side should be kept trimmed 
away from siding, window trims, and eaves to avoid water and insect damage to the building.

LIMITATIONS OF EXTERIOR INSPECTION
As described in the inspection contract, this is a visual inspection only. The inspection of the 
exterior was limited by (but not restricted to) the following conditions:
�
-  A representative sample of exterior components was inspected rather than every occurrence of 
components.

-  Unless otherwise stated, inspection of exterior components like walls, windows, doors, is from 
ground level.

-  Rain, snow or debris can limit the exterior inspection and possibly obscure surface drainage 
problems as well as possible damage at the bottom of building walls and at foundations.

-  Screening, shutters, awnings, or similar seasonal accessories, fences, recreational facilities, 
outbuildings, seawalls, break-walls, docks, erosion control and earth stabilization measures are 
not inspected unless specifically agreed upon and documented in this report.

-  The discharge location of subterranean drains may be concealed from view and not confirmed 
with a visual inspection.

-  Landscape components restricted a view of some exterior areas of the house.

-  There was an absence of historical evidence due to the installation of new siding.

-  Access below decks and/or porches was not possible.

Please also refer to the pre-inspection contract(s) for a detailed explanation of the scope of this 
inspection.

Electrical System

SIZE OF ELECTRICAL SERVICE
Appeared to be 120/240 Volt Main Service - Service Size: Appeared to be 200 Amp

SERVICE DROP
Underground
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SERVICE ENTRANCE CONDUCTORS
Conductors Not Visible

SERVICE EQUIPMENT & MAIN DISCONNECTS
Main Service Rating: 200 Amps
Breaker
Located: exterior

SERVICE GROUNDING
Ground Connection Not Visible

SERVICE PANEL & OVERCURRENT PROTECTION
Panel Rating: Appeared to be 200 Amp
Breakers
Located: utility room closet

DISTRIBUTION WIRING
Not Visible

WIRING METHOD
Non-Metallic Cable "Romex" (where visible)
Armored Cable "BX" (where visible below stovetop)

SWITCHES & RECEPTACLES
Grounded

GROUND FAULT CIRCUIT INTERRUPTERS
None Found

SMOKE DETECTORS
Present
Safety Note: Smoke detectors and similar warning devices were not tested for proper operation. 
You should do this on first occupancy and monthly thereafter.

CARBON MONOXIDE DETECTOR
None Found
�
�

ELECTRICAL COMMENTS 
Positive Attributes
The size of the electrical service should be sufficient for typical single family needs.

All 3-prong outlets that were tested were appropriately grounded (except for outlet in carport).

General Comments
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Inspection of the electrical system revealed the need for some repairs. Although these may not be 
costly to repair, they should be a high priority for safety reasons. Unsafe electrical conditions 
may represent a shock hazard. A qualified, licensed electrician should be consulted to undertake 
the repairs recommended below.

The electrical system is an aging system and the cover to the distribution panel could not be 
removed at the time of inspection. In addition to engaging a qualified, licensed electrician to repair 
the items listed below, it is recommended that the main distribution panel be further investigated. 
Additional defects may be concealed from view.

Not all of the electrical circuits within the main panel were labeled.

�����������������������������������������������������������������Panel(s) Photos

RECOMMENDATIONS / OBSERVATIONS
Main Panel
Repair, Safety Issue: Any openings (knockouts) in the main electrical panel should be covered.

Main electrical disconnect (exterior)

Main distribution panel (utility closet)
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Improve: There is insufficient clearance in front of the electrical service panel near the water 
heater. Typically, there should be at least 3 feet of clearance in front of this panel. Further 
investigation and/or repair by a licensed electrician is recommended.

Distribution Wiring
Repair: Wiring exposed on interior finishes (in utility room closet & carport utility room) should be 
relocated or protected by a rigid conduit.

Location of distribution panel

Distribution panel in utility closet

Wiring in utility room closet
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Repair, Safety Issue: Wiring exposed at the exterior (at back side near a/c unit) should be 
relocated or protected by a rigid conduit.

Repair: Improper electrical connections (spliced wires) below the kitchen sink should be repaired. 
All electrical connections should be made inside junction boxes fitted with cover plates.

Outlets
Repair: An outlet at the east wall of the southeast guest bedroom has reversed polarity (i.e. it is 
wired backwards). This outlet and the circuit should be investigated and repaired as necessary.

Repair: An ungrounded 3-prong outlet at the carport should be repaired. In some cases a 
ground wire may be present in the electrical box and simply needs to be connected.

Improve: The installation of ground fault circuit interrupter (GFCI) devices is recommended on 
exterior, carport storage room, bathroom and some kitchen outlets as they offer increased 
protection from shock or electrocution.

Repair, Safety Issue: Missing outlet cover plates in the carport utility room should be replaced 
to avoid a shock hazard.

Exposed (live) wiring near a/c unit

Reversed polarity at receptacle
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Lights
Repair: Some of the lights were inoperative (i.e. exterior porch light at carport). If the bulbs are not 
blown, the circuit should be repaired.

Improve: The ceiling fan in the dining room wobbles slightly when operated. This could be further 
evaluated and repaired as necessary.

Smoke Detector Units
Repair: The installation of new batteries in the smoke detectors is recommended.

Discretionary Improvements
The installation of arc-fault circuit interrupter (AFCI) devices is advisable for other circuits within 
the home (e.g. bedrooms, family rooms, dining rooms, living rooms, recreation rooms, hallways, 
closets, etc.). These are valuable devices as they offer extra protection from a fire hazard in the 
event of an arcing fault within a circuit.

LIMITATIONS OF ELECTRICAL INSPECTION
As described in the inspection contract, this is a visual inspection only. The inspection of the 
electrical system was limited by (but not restricted to) the following conditions: 
�
-  Electrical components concealed behind finished surfaces (or covered by insulation) are not 
inspected.

-  Only a representative sample of outlets and light fixtures were tested.

-  Furniture and/or storage restricted access to some electrical components which may not be 
inspected.

-  The inspection does not include remote control devices, alarm systems and components, 
low-voltage wiring systems and components, and ancillary wiring systems and components which 
are not part of the primary electrical power distribution system.

-  I do not measure amperage, voltage, or impedance as part of a home inspection.

-  The main panel cover plate (dead front) could not be removed at the time of the inspection.

-  The auxiliary panel cover plate (dead front) could not be removed at the time of the inspection.

Please also refer to the pre-inspection contract(s) for a detailed explanation of the scope of this 
inspection.

Heating System

ENERGY SOURCE
Electricity
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HEATING SYSTEM TYPE
Forced Air Furnace
Manufacturer: Unitary Products Group
Model Number: F2RP024H06B
Serial Number: EMJS282220
Approximate Age: 40+ Years

HEAT DISTRIBUTION METHODS
Ductwork

OTHER COMPONENTS
Thermostat Location: hallway
Fireplace Insert with Gas Logs/Burner

HEATING COMMENTS 
Positive Attributes
The heating system (furnace & visible ductwork) appeared to be in generally satisfactory working 
condition and responded properly to operating controls.

General Comments
The heating system is old and may be approaching the end of its useful life.

Annual servicing of the heating system (by a qualified and properly trained/certified technician) is 
recommended for safe and reliable operation of the furnace/ductwork.

������������������������������������������������������������������Heating Photos

Location of furnace in attic Electric furnace/air handler in attic
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RECOMMENDATIONS / OBSERVATIONS
Furnace

Major Concern, Deferred Cost, Monitor: Given the age of the furnace (approx. 40+ years), it 
may be near the end of its useful life. You should reserve funds to be ready to purchase a new 
furnace.

Improve: The heat at the ceiling registers when the furnace was operated was approximately 80 - 
85° (after operating for 10 - 15 minutes) and routine servicing is recommended. This should be a 
regular maintenance item to assure safe, reliable heat.

Supply Air Ductwork
Repair: Old duct tape at some of the supply ductwork (near furnace) should be replaced. A foil 
backed duct tape is also recommended for this application.

Improve, Monitor: A mildew like substance was observed on the supply register cover in the main 
bathroom. This can sometimes be the result of condensation or increased humidity. Cleaning of 
the supply register cover is recommended.

Heating temperature at supply registers

Old duct tape
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LIMITATIONS OF HEATING INSPECTION
As described in the inspection contract, this is a visual inspection only. The inspection of the 
heating system(s) was limited by (but not restricted to) the following conditions: 
�
-  While I do check for the presence of a heat source in habitable areas, the adequacy of heat 
level and heat distribution balance are not determined during a home inspection (this work 
requires heat loss calculations and an extensive building survey that is normally performed when 
the initial heating capacity is selected).

-  The interiors of flues and chimneys are not inspected except where readily accessible.

-  Furnace heat exchangers are not inspected though I may spot and call to your attention 
external signs indicating a concern.

-  Electronic air filters, humidifiers, dehumidifiers and solar space heating equipment are not 
inspected/tested.

-  Compliance with manufacturers' installation instructions of some heating components may not 
be verified with a visual inspection. Check with the manufacturer for more information.

Please also refer to the pre-inspection contract(s) for a detailed explanation of the scope of this 
inspection.

Fireplaces & Solid-Fuel Burning Appliances

FIREPLACES
Fireplace Insert
Gas Logs / Burner

GAS LOGS / HEATERS
Gas Logs Vented
Located: living room

FIREPLACE COMMENTS
General Comments
The gas logs appeared to be in fair to satisfactory condition. However, annual cleaning and 
servicing of the gas logs (by a qualified technician) is recommended for safe and reliable 
operation of the equipment.
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RECOMMENDATIONS / OBSERVATIONS
Fireplaces
Repair: Although it did not appear to be in use, the door to the ash pit (at exterior wall of chimney) 
was stuck closed and should be repaired as part of system service.

Repair: The ventilator fan at the fireplace appeared to be inoperative. Further investigation and/or 
repair is recommended.

LIMITATIONS OF FIREPLACE/SOLID-FUEL BURNING DEVICE INSPECTION
As described in the inspection contract, this is a visual inspection only. The inspection was limited 
by (but not restricted to) the following conditions: 
�
-  The interiors of flues and chimneys are not inspected except where readily accessible.

-  Compliance with manufacturers' installation instructions of fireplace inserts and components 
cannot be verified with a visual inspection. Check with the manufacturer for more information.

-  The gas supply and pilot light in the fireplace (for gas burner) was off thereby preventing a test 
of the gas burner at the time of the inspection.

Please also refer to the inspection contract(s) for a detailed explanation of the scope of this 
inspection.

Cooling / Heat Pump Systems

ENERGY SOURCE
Electricity
240 Volt Power Supply

Fireplace insert w/ gas logs/burner Gas valve near fireplace insert
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CENTRAL SYSTEM TYPE
Air Cooled Central Air
Manufacturer: Lennox
Model Number: 10ACB36-9P
Serial Number: 5898C 15244
Approximate Age: 21-23 Years

OTHER EQUIPMENT 
Thermostat Location: hallway
Air Handler / Fan

COOLING COMMENTS 
General Comments
As the cooling system is old, it will likely require repairs or replacement soon. It would be wise to 
budget for a new unit/system.

Annual servicing of the air conditioning system (by a qualified and properly traineded/certified 
technician) is recommended for reliable operation of the unit.

It is recommended that you conduct a final walk-through prior to closing (and during warmer 
weather) to ensure proper function of the air conditioning system.

Note regarding R-22 refrigerant: HCFC-22, commonly referred to as R-22, is used as a 
refrigerant in many applications, including residential air conditioning (AC) systems. Starting on 
January 1, 2020, U.S. production and import of HCFC-22 will end, but you may continue to use 
HCFC-22 in your existing system for as long as necessary. More info can be found at the epa.gov 
website.

������������������������������������������������������������������Cooling Photos

RECOMMENDATIONS / OBSERVATIONS
Central Air Conditioning

A/C unit
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Deferred Cost, Monitor: As is not uncommon for homes of this age and location, the air 
conditioning system is old (e.g. approx. 21-23 years). It will require a higher level of maintenance 
and may be more prone to major component breakdown. Predicting the frequency or time frame 
for repairs on any mechanical device is virtually impossible. If the compressor fails, or if 
breakdowns become chronic, replacing the entire system may be more cost-effective than 
continuing to undertake repairs.

Repair: Damaged or missing insulation on refrigerant lines should be repaired.

Monitor: The fins of the outdoor portion of the air conditioning system were observed to be slightly 
damaged. This condition can reduce the efficiency of the system.

Missing insulation at refrigerant line

Damaged fins
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Repair: The air conditioning condensate line appears to be obstructed (located near back exterior 
wall). Minor improvements are needed.

Repair: In order to reduce the potential for water damage, it is recommended that a condensate 
pan overflow alarm be installed at the auxiliary drain pan below the indoor component of the air 
conditioning system (i.e. located in attic).

Repair: The thermostat wiring of the outdoor portion of the a/c system was observed to be 
damaged. Repair or replacement as needed is recommended.

LIMITATIONS OF COOLING SYSTEM INSPECTION
As we have discussed and as described in your inspection contract, this is a visual inspection 
limited in scope by (but not restricted to) the following conditions:
�
-  Window mounted air conditioning units are not inspected.

-  The cooling supply adequacy or distribution balance is not inspected.

-  The air conditioning system could not be tested as the outdoor temperature was below 65 
degrees F.

Please also refer to the pre-inspection contract(s) for a detailed explanation of the scope of this 
inspection.

Insulation / Ventilation

ATTIC INSULATION
Blown In (approx. 4-8" over some areas; none over carport)
Fiberglass Batts? (under some blown insulation?)

EXTERIOR WALL INSULATION
Not Visible

Condensate drain for a/c unit
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VAPOR RETARDERS
None Visible

ROOF VENTILATION
Roof Vents
Gable Vents
Soffit Vents

EXHAUST FAN/VENT LOCATIONS
Above Stove

INSULATION / VENTILATION COMMENTS 
Positive Attributes
Visible attic insulation levels are typical for a home of this age and construction.

General Comments
Minor improvements or repairs are recommended in some areas.

����������������������������������������������������������������Insulation Photos
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RECOMMENDATIONS / OBSERVATIONS
Attic / Roof

Repair: Missing or displaced attic insulation should be replaced as needed (i.e. small area 
near utility room).

Vents
Improve: No exhaust fan was present in either bathroom. Improvement may be desired.

Improve: The exhaust fan/cover over the stove top was somewhat dirty. Cleaning is 
recommended.

LIMITATIONS OF INSULATION / VENTILATION INSPECTION
As described in the inspection contract, this is a visual inspection only. The inspection of 
insulation and ventilation was limited by (but not restricted to) the following conditions: 
�
-  Insulation/ventilation type and levels in concealed areas are not inspected. Insulation and vapor 
barriers are not disturbed and no destructive tests (such as cutting openings in walls to look for 
insulation) are performed.

Missing/displaced insulation
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-  Potentially hazardous materials such as Asbestos and Urea Formaldehyde Foam Insulation 
(UFFI) can not be positively identified without a detailed inspection and laboratory analysis. This is 
beyond the scope of the inspection.

-  An analysis of indoor air quality is not part of this inspection unless explicitly contracted for and 
discussed in this or a separate report.

-  Any estimates of insulation R values or depths are rough average values.

Please also refer to the pre-inspection contract(s) for a detailed explanation of the scope of this 
inspection.

Plumbing System

WATER SUPPLY SOURCE
Public Water Supply
Water Pressure: Approx. 85 psi (tested at exterior hose bib)

SERVICE PIPE TO HOUSE
Not Visible

MAIN WATER VALVE LOCATION
Front Yard

INTERIOR SUPPLY PIPING
Copper
Plastic
Not Visible

WASTE SYSTEM
Unknown (check w/seller for more information)

DRAIN, WASTE, VENT PIPING
Plastic
Cast Iron
Steel
Not Visible

WATER HEATER
Electric
Manufacturer: Rheem
Serial Number: A231810806
Approximate Capacity (in gallons): 40
Approximate Age: 1-2 Years
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FUEL SHUT-OFF VALVES
No Meter Present / Observed (main valve & piping located at southeast section)

OTHER COMPONENTS
Sump Pump Not Present / Not Observed
Pressure Regulator On Main Line (near meter)

PLUMBING COMMENTS 
Positive Attributes
The water pressure supplied to the fixtures was good. Only a slight drop in flow was experienced 
when two or more fixtures were operated simultaneously.

Functional drainage of the waste system also appeared to be adequate.

The water heater is a relatively newer unit. As the typical life expectancy of water heaters is 7 to 
15 years, this unit should have several years of remaining life.

No plumbing leaks were found or observed at the time of inspection.

General Comments
The plumbing system requires some typical minor improvements.

The plumbing system is showing signs of age. Updating the system will be required over time.

Some of the plumbing fixtures are old. Upgrading fixtures would be a logical long-term 
improvement. In the interim, a higher level of maintenance will likely be required.

There are some abandoned water pipes located in the utility room (near washing machine).

�����������������������������������������������������������������Plumbing Photos

Water meter/main shutoff Shutoff valve and pressure regulator
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RECOMMENDATIONS / OBSERVATIONS
Water Heater

Electric water heater

Water temperature

Location for gas meter (no meter present) Gas valve locked by utility
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Repair: There is no discharge piping serving the Temperature and Pressure Relief (TPR) Valve for 
the water heater. Typically, it should terminate not less than 6 inches or more than 24 inches 
above the floor.

Repair: There is no drain pipe installation from the water heater drip pan. Typically a drip pan 
should have piping installed that is directed into a serviceable drain or to the exterior of the home.

Gas Piping
Improve: The exterior gas pipes (near front wall) have rusted noticeably. Painting of the pipes is 
recommended.

Supply Plumbing
Repair: As the static water pressure of the supply plumbing system exceeds 80 pounds per square 
inch (psi), it would be wise to adjust the pressure regulator. Otherwise, the plumbing system may 
be prone to leaks in piping, fittings or other equipment.

Waste / Vent

TPR valve at top of water heater

Water pressure at 85 psi
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Monitor: Indications of previous leakage of the drain piping were noted (i.e. observed below 
kitchen sink).

Fixtures
Improve: The cold water handle/faucet in the main bathroom is stiff.

Monitor, Repair: Low water pressure was observed at the faucet of the master bathroom. Cleaning 
of the aerator/screen may improve this condition. Otherwise further evaluation by a qualified 
technician or plumber would be advised.

Improve: The hot & cold water setting at the master bathroom shower faucet are reversed. 
Improvement may be desired.

Repair: The toilet in the main bathroom is loose at the floor connection.

Repair: The hose bib at the back side showed evidence of corrosion and previous leakage. Repair 
or replacement as needed is recommended.

Discretionary Improvements
To reduce the risk of contamination of supply water, installation of anti-siphon devices on exterior 
hose bibs would be wise.

LIMITATIONS OF PLUMBING INSPECTION
As described in the inspection contract, this is a visual inspection only. The inspection of the 
plumbing system was limited by (but not restricted to) the following conditions:
�
-  Portions of the plumbing system concealed by finishes and/or storage (below sinks, etc.), below 
the structure, and beneath the ground surface are not inspected.

-  Water supply quality and quantity are not tested. The effect of lead content in solder and/or 
supply lines is beyond the scope of the inspection.

Drain piping below kitchen sink
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-  Water conditioning systems, solar water heaters, fire and lawn sprinkler systems, and private 
waste disposal systems are not inspected unless explicitly contracted for and discussed in this or 
a separate report.

-  Water safety valves or shut-off valves are not tested/operated.

-  Interiors of flues or chimneys that are not readily accessible are not inspected.

-  Proper bonding/grounding of plumbing and gas lines may be concealed from view and not 
confirmed with a visual inspection.

-  Access to the water heater was restricted and was not fully visible/accessible at the time of 
inspection.

Please also refer to the pre-inspection contract(s) for a detailed explanation of the scope of this 
inspection.

Interior Components

WALL AND CEILING MATERIALS
Drywall/Plaster
Paneling
Masonry/Stone

FLOOR SURFACES
Carpet
Tile
Vinyl/Resilient
Wood Laminate

WINDOWS TYPE AND GLAZING
Sliders
Fixed Pane (carport utility room; single pane)
Double Glazed

DOORS
Wood - Hollow Core

INTERIOR COMMENTS 
General Condition of Interior Finishes
On the whole, the interior finishes of the home are in average condition (for a home of this age). 
Typical flaws were observed in some areas.

General Condition of Windows and Doors
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The majority of the doors and windows are modest quality units. While there is no rush to 
substantially improve these doors and windows, replacement units would be a logical long-term 
improvement.

General Condition of Floors
The floors of the home are relatively level and walls are relatively plumb.

RECOMMENDATIONS / OBSERVATIONS
Wall / Ceiling Finishes
Monitor: Minor drywall cracks & blemishes were noted in various locations (e.g. carport utility room 
& guest bedroom). These type of cracks & blemishes are common and usually do not represent 
serious problems. Cracks of this type should be watched for any sign of additional cracking or 
movement.

Monitor: Water staining was noted at the utility room closet paneling (near water heater). This 
did not appear to be wet at the time of inspection.

Windows

Drywall blemish in guest bedroom Drywall blemish in carport storage room

Area near base of water heater
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Monitor: The window(s) in the laundry/utility room and master bedroom may have lost their seal. 
This has resulted in fogging or condensation developing between the panes of glass. This 
'fogging' of the glass is primarily a cosmetic concern, and is usually only improved for cosmetic 
reasons. Note: Damaged or broken seals in double pane windows may not always be evident 
during a visual inspection. Fogging or condensation within windows can change and/or may vary 
with different temperatures and humidity levels.

Doors
Improve: Installing door stops behind some of the bedroom doors would help to prevent damage to 
the interior wall finishes.

Kitchen Cabinets
Monitor: The kitchen cabinets are old. Improvement may ultimately be desired.

Repair: Damaged or poorly operating kitchen drawers should be repaired (i.e. observed to right of 
refrigerator).

Environmental Issues
Safety Issue: Carbon monoxide is a colorless, odorless gas that can result from a faulty fuel 
burning furnace, range, water heater, space heater, fireplace or wood stove. Proper maintenance 
of these appliances is the best way to reduce the risk of carbon monoxide poisoning. For more 
information, consult the Consumer Product Safety Commission at 1-800-638-2772 (C.P.S.C.) for 
further guidance. It would be wise to install carbon monoxide detectors within the home. Typically, 
a detector should be located within 10 feet of each bedroom door, in the same room with any 
fireplace and there should be one near or over any attached garage. Each detector should be 
replaced every 5 to 6 years.

Other Improvements
In addition to protecting bedrooms, additional smoke detectors are recommended outside 
sleeping areas within the home, in the same room with any fireplace and on every level of the 
home.

Windows in laundry/utility room
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LIMITATIONS OF INTERIOR INSPECTION
As described in the inspection contract, this is a visual inspection only. Assessing the quality and 
condition of interior finishes is highly subjective. Issues such as cleanliness, cosmetic flaws, 
condition of window seals, quality of materials, architectural appeal and color are outside the 
scope of this inspection. Comments will be general, except where functional concerns exist. No 
comment is offered on the extent of cosmetic repairs that may be needed after removal of existing 
wall coverings and furniture. The inspection of the interior was limited by (but not restricted to) the 
following conditions:
�
-  Furniture, storage, appliances and/or wall and ceiling coverings are not moved to permit 
inspection and may block defects.

-  I do not inspect paint, wallpaper, and other finish treatments, carpeting (except to note tripping 
hazards), window treatments, window seals, central vacuuming systems, household appliances 
(unless otherwise noted), or recreational facilities.

-  A window was blocked off in the living room.

-  Some areas of flooring were covered with rugs and not visible at the time of inspection.

Please also refer to the pre-inspection contract(s) for a detailed explanation of the scope of this 
inspection.

Appliances

APPLIANCES TESTED
Electric Range/Oven
Refrigerator
Dishwasher
Microwave Oven
Waste Disposer

LAUNDRY FACILITY
120 Volt Circuit For Washer
240 Volt Circuit For Dryer
Dryer Vented To Building Exterior

APPLIANCE COMMENTS 
General Comments
The appliances are showing signs of aging. As such, they are more prone to breakdowns. A few 
years of serviceable life may be possible.

RECOMMENDATIONS / OBSERVATIONS
Oven
Repair: The oven light was inoperative.
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Trash Compactor
Monitor, Deferred Cost: The trash compactor is an old unit. While replacement may not be needed 
right away, it would be wise to budget for a new trash compactor.

Monitor: The trash compactor was excessively noisy during operation.

Clothes Dryer
Repair: The dryer vent discharge (at exterior wall) is partially open. Repair is needed to prevent 
vermin entry at this location.

LIMITATIONS OF APPLIANCE INSPECTION
As described in the inspection contract, this is a visual inspection only. Appliances are tested by 
turning them on for a short period of time. It is strongly recommended that a Homeowner's 
Warranty or service contract be purchased to cover the operation of appliances. It is further 
recommended that during the pre-closing walk through, all appliances be tested. Like any 
mechanical device, appliances can malfunction at any time (including the day after taking 
possession of the house). The inspection of the appliances was limited by (but not restricted to) 
the following conditions:
�
-  Thermostats, timers and other specialized features and controls are not tested.

-  The effectiveness, efficiency and overall performance of appliances is outside the scope of this 
inspection.

Please also refer to the inspection contract(s) for a detailed explanation of the scope of this 
inspection.

		 Locations of Emergency Controls

In an emergency, you may need to know where to shut off the gas, the water and/or the electrical 
system. I have listed below these controls and their location for your convenience. I urge that you 
familiarize yourself with their location and operation.

SERVICE EQUIPMENT & MAIN DISCONNECTS
ELECTRICAL SYSTEM
Main Service Rating: 200 Amps
Breaker
Located: exterior

MAIN WATER VALVE LOCATION
PLUMBING SYSTEM
Front Yard

FUEL SHUT-OFF VALVES
PLUMBING SYSTEM
No Meter Present / Observed (main valve & piping located at southeast section)
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